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ABSTRACT
The main aims for the project were to develop methodologies for managing and exploiting information available from multiple heterogeneous sensors/sources under limited sensing, computation and communication capabilities. Towards these goals, we conducted research along four directions, viz., source querying strategies, information fusion algorithms, learning algorithms to model the changing nature of data sources, and algorithms to exploit spatiotemporal relationships between different sources. We addressed realistic scenarios, with constraints on communication and computational resources, and characterized by timevarying and unpredictable changes in environments with spatially mobile entities. In many such problem scenarios, the information gathering and analysis efforts are complicated by the fact that data sources may be faulty and unreliable. This motivated addressing the tasks of situation assessment using asynchronous, heterogeneous and uncertain data sources. Results obtained have been documented in a number of technical publications.
SUBJECT TERMS
Information Fusion, Artificial Intelligence, Sensor Networks
Objectives
Our research efforts addressed the tasks of situation assessment using asynchronous, heterogeneous and uncertain data sources. Methodologies were developed for managing and exploiting information available from multiple heterogeneous sensors/sources under limited sensing, computation and communication capabilities. This required progress towards four objectives:  Strategies for effective data source querying;  Algorithms for information fusion from multiple data sources;  Algorithms for learning the changing nature of data sources; and  Algorithms to exploit spatiotemporal relationships between different data sources.
Research Efforts (200 word summary)
In this project, considerable efforts were expended on problem analysis, problem formulation, scenario development, algorithm design, and performance evaluation, making continuous progress towards the four objectives listed above. Data source querying was formulated as a sensor selection problem for the scenario of target tracking in sensor networks. The joint recursive one-step-ahead Posterior Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (PCRLB) was introduced as the criterion for sensor selection to optimize tracking accuracy. Further, conditional PCRLB that is dependent on the past tracking data was explored in a mathematically well-founded approach. Learning algorithms based on neural networks and information fusion algorithms based on bootstrap approximate likelihood were developed to model the changing characteristics of data sources, intersource spatiotemporal relationships, as well as source-environment relationships for the scenario of field estimation in sensor networks. In order to provide a context for the project objectives, the practical scenario of user movement in hazardous environments was thoroughly investigated. A centralized hierarchical path planning algorithm that is computationally very efficient was proposed for risk minimization in hazardous environments. In addition, distributed algorithms were designed for in-network path planning that enables a distributed sensor network navigation service to be implemented in hazardous environments that are dynamically evolving.
Summary of Accomplishments/New Findings
Query Strategies
Effective query strategies can help information analysts improve situation assessment in military scenarios by determining which data sources to query and when, as well as what queries to pose to various data sources. In this project, we focused on a task that occurs frequently in military scenarios, i.e., target tracking in sensor networks, to study problemspecific query strategies. In this scenario, data sources are the sensors that perform the sensing task to generate noisy measurements and they are of dynamically evolving nature due to target motion. Thus, data source querying can be formulated as the sensor selection problem, where the task is to dynamically select and query a subset of sensors for their measurements over time to optimize tracking performance in terms of tracking accuracy. One new technical challenge in this context is that sensors to be queried have to be selected without the knowledge of future measurements.
We introduced the joint recursive one-step-ahead Posterior Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (PCRLB) as the criterion for sensor selection. This criterion considers not only the sensing accuracy of individual sensors (i.e., faulty data sources), but also sensor locations relative to target position and the posterior Probability Density Function (PDF) of the target state (i.e., situation awareness determined by the relevance of a data source to the current situation). We established a cost function for sensor selection based on the expected PCRLB, which is computed by a particle filter. Sensors that collectively minimize the cost function are selected for querying. Simulation results for both cases of quantized and unquantized sensor measurements show that our particle filter-based PCRLB method for sensor selection outperforms the nearest neighbor method, the entropy based method, as well as the EKF posterior CRLB driven method, in terms of tracking accuracy defined by mean square error (MSE). One interesting result we obtained is presented in Figure 1 . However, in the PCRLB based approaches developed thus far, the conventional unconditional PCRLB has been used to formulate a cost function. In an unconditional PCRLB, the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) is derived by taking the expectation with respect to a joint distribution of the measurements and the target states up to the current time. As a result, the target track information is averaged out and the unconditional PCRLB becomes an offline bound, which is only determined by the system dynamic model, system measurement model and the prior knowledge regarding the target state at the initial time, and is thus independent of any specific realization of the target track. As a result, the unconditional PCRLB cannot reflect the target tracking performance for a particular track realization very faithfully. This is especially true when the uncertainty in state model (or equivalently the state process noise) is high and the prior knowledge regarding the target state at the initial time quickly becomes irrelevant as the target state evolves over time.
We proposed a conditional PCRLB based sensor selection approach that is dependent on past data and hence implicitly dependent on the target track up to the current time. The conditional PCRLB can provide a bound on the MSE of the target state estimate at a future time, based on the measurements up to the current time. Since the conditional PCRLB is a function of the past history of measurements, which contains the information of the current realization of the target track, a criterion based on it is expected to lead to much better solutions to the sensor selection problem than those based on the unconditional PCRLB. We performed both the mathematical derivation and the Monte Carlo approximation for this bound. Figure 2 shows one of the results we obtained. The proposed bound can be used to address a variety of sensor management problems in sensor networks, as well as problems in which it is necessary to sequentially evaluate the performance limitations of a nonlinear recursive estimator.
Learning and Information Fusion Algorithms
Information fusion involves drawing inferences from multiple uncertain data sources to obtain a more informed decision. Learning algorithms (such as neural network training algorithms or fuzzy classifier systems) can be used to derive new knowledge from prior knowledge and recently acquired data. In this project, we applied learning and data fusion algorithms to model the changing characteristics of data sources, inter-source spatiotemporal relationships, as well as source-environment relationships.
We focused the study on a common scenario in applications involving situational awareness: field estimation in sensor networks. In this scenario, sensor networks monitor spatially distributed processes such as plumes, fires, and movement of hazardous liquids or gases. Sensors (data sources) collect noisy samples of a physical parameter (e.g., temperature or gas concentration) and then deliver them to a fusion center over wireless channels. The fusion center estimates the physical field based on processing these noisy observations, distributed spatially (from multiple sensors in space) and temporally (multiple observations over time, from a single sensor).
We investigated the effects of imperfect channels (random errors and burst errors) on the estimation quality of the physical parameter of interest. To combat the effect of imperfect channels, we employed inherent spatial correlation among sensor observations among neighbors. Our approach is based on a novel application of a supervised local function learning algorithm that employs a Generalized Regression Neural Network (GRNN) to learn the spatial concentration function. An important advantage of our approach is that it does not require additional infrastructure or communication overhead. One of the important results obtained using this approach is shown in Figure 3 .
We also proposed a new information fusion approach based on approximate likelihood. We first applied bootstrap sampling techniques to obtain the approximate likelihood function of the estimate obtained for the GRNN estimate. We then used maximum likelihood method to fuse the information of the direct observations and the observations estimated by the GRNN estimator. This approach can be applied to infer expected data source reports based on other correlated sources of its neighbors. If the sensor observation differs significantly from the inferred observation from the neighbors, the sensor is concluded to be faulty. Thus, the approach can also use estimation results to identify and mitigate the effects of the faulty data sources. Figure 3 : Actual concentration of gas and estimated concentration at a specified location
Application Scenario Development
Practical scenarios in mission-critical applications such as emergency evacuation, searchand-rescue, military deployment, strategy planning, and mission management provide contexts for our research efforts in this project. These scenarios often involve the movements of mobile users like personnel, robots, or vehicles in hazardous environments, which necessitates the development of new path planning and navigation algorithms.
We developed several path planning algorithms for evacuation and user movement in hazardous environments. In particular, we designed centralized algorithms for hierarchical path planning as well as distributed algorithms for in-network path planning. Our new contributions are briefly summarized in the following.
In centralized path planning problems, the computational time is of critical significance. We proposed a Hierarchical Path Planning Algorithm (HIPLA) for real time path planning in a central unit. The main idea of HIPLA is to significantly reduce the search space for path computation by searching in a high-level abstraction graph, whose nodes are associated with pre-computed risk estimates. The cumulative risk associated with all the nodes along a path determines the quality of a path. HIPLA is computationally very efficient and is readily applicable for path computation problems for large graphs of 10000 or more nodes in static and dynamic environments. Simulation results demonstrate that HIPLA guarantees near optimal solutions with much less computational effort when compared to two well known algorithms: shortest path algorithm (SPAH) and Dijkstra's algorithm with pruning (DP) for large node-weighted graphs.
We also designed a set of distributed algorithms for in-network path planning that enables a distributed sensor network navigation service. The service is able to guide the movements of users in hazardous environments that are dynamically evolving. Using actual geographic or virtual coordinates of sensors and based on a partial reversal method of directed acyclic graphs, our algorithms construct a global directed navigation graph in a localized fashion, where each source sensor is guaranteed to have at least one directed navigation path to one destination sensor. When the hazardous environment changes due to its dynamic nature, path re-planning does not need to reconfigure most of the directed links in the graph unaffected by the changes. Correctness of our algorithm is proved and a comprehensive performance evaluation in large-scale sensor networks (with 16384 sensors) via simulations demonstrates that the constructed navigation graph (e.g., shown in Figure 4 ) provides near-optimal navigation paths for users, successfully adapts to dynamic hazardous environments, and requires very low communication overhead for maintenance, when compared to other navigation graphs constructed by existing algorithms that use frequent or periodic flooding. Technical innovations of our algorithms lie in the successful exploitation of limited information to achieve global path planning in dynamic hazardous environments. A sample scenario to demonstrate a directed navigation graph constructed by our distributed path planning algorithms. 
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